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Knitkinz Dinner Table

Table Top, Upper Side (1 piece)
•Cast on 30 stitches; needles #5; beige yarn.

•Rows 1-6: All knit; beige yarn

•Rows 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31,34,37, 40, 43: 
1K, (1P, 1K)*; beige yarn.

•Rows 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41: 1K, 
(1P, 1K)*; brown yarn.

•Rows 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42: 1K, 
(1P, 1K)*; white yarn

•Rows 44-49: All Knit; beige yarn

•Cast off

Knitkinz is a registered trademark of knitvana.com

Knitkinz are cute stuffed knitted animals. They all have the same sized head and body so all Knitkinz 

clothes fit them all. Learn more about Knitkinz on knitvana.com website.
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Knitkinz Dinner Table (continued)

Legs (4 pieces)
•Cast on 21 stitches using beige yarn.

•Rows 1-8: All knit

•Row 9: Close 6; all knit

•Rows 10-32: All knit

•Cast off

•Sew each leg together; put inside 
layers of cardboard and poly-fill.

•Attach the legs to the table top.

Knitkinz is a registered trademark of knitvana.com

Knitkinz are cute stuffed knitted animals. They all have the same sized head and body so all Knitkinz 

clothes fit them all. Learn more about Knitkinz on knitvana.com website.

Table Top, Bottom Side (1 piece)
•Cast on 20 stitches using beige yarn.

•Rows 1-6: All knit

•Odd Rows 7-53: All knit

•Even Rows 8-52: All purl

•Rows 54-59: All knit

•Cast off

•Sew the upper and lower sides of the table top 
together. Attach the pieces to each other 
perpendicularly so the 6 rows you knitted at the 
beginning and at the end of each piece would form 
the edge of the table.

•Put inside layers of cardboard and poly-fill to hold 
the form.
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